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(57) A method and an apparatus allowing to ensure

protecting digital data are provided.

In addition to re-encrypting the data by using an un-

changeable key, the data is double re-encrypted by us-

ing a changeable key. The changeable key is used first

and the unchangeable key is then used, or in another

case, the unchangeable key is used first, and the

changeable key is then used. In the aspect of embodi-

ments, there is a case adopting a software, a case

adopting a hardware, or a case adopting the software

and the hardware in combination. The hardware using

the unchangeable key developed for digital video is

available. In adopting the software, encryption/decryp-

tion is performed in a region below the kernel where the

user cannot handle to ensure the security for the pro-

gram and for the key used. More concretely, encryption/

decryption is performed in a filter driver, a device driver,

i.e., a disk driver and a network driver, in an I/O manager

and an RTOS using a HAL. Either one of two filter driv-

ers, with a file system driver between them, may be used

and further, both of them may be used.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a system for managing digital contents, and in particular, to a system used
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paratus for decryption/re-encryption having a configuration of a board, a PCMCIA card, an IC card or an IC for the

copyright management and a crypt key escrow system. This application also describes the copyright management

method applying to a video conference system and an electronic commerce system. USP5,805,706, also describes

an apparatus for decryption/re-encryption having a configuration of an IC.

[0012] Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication 272745/1 996 (USP5,646,999; EP0709760)has proposed a system,

in which a copyright :*f original data of edited data by using a plurality of data and the copyright of edited data are

protected by confinning validity of the use request according to a digital signature on an edit program by combining a

secret-key cryptosyelem and a public-key cryptosystem.

[0013] Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication 2B8940/1 996 (USP5,740,246; EP071 9045A2)has proposed various

forms for applying the copyright management system to a database system, a video-on-demand (VOD) system or an

electronic commerce system.

[0014] Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication 329011/1996 (USP5,848,158; EP0746126A2)has proposed a sys-

tem, in which copyrights of original data and new data are protected by using a third crypt key and a copyright label in

case of using and editing a plurality of data.

[0015] As it can be understood from the data copyright management systems and the data copyright management
apparatus proposed by the present inventor as described above, the management of data copyrights can be accom-

plished by encryption/decryption/re-encryption and limiting the usage by the copyright management program. The

cryptography technique and limitation of the usage can be realized by using a computer

[0016] In a case where secret information is exchanged via a network, the information is encrypted for preventing

piracy.

It is described in USPs5,504,81 8 and USP5,51 5,441 that the information piracy during transmission is prevented

by encryption. Using a plurality of keys in such a case is described in USPs5,504,816, 5,353,351, 5,475,757 and

5,381,480, and performing re-encryption is described in USP5.479.51 4.

[0017] The protection of the copyright in the secondary utilization of the digital data by the copyright management

program can be realized by re-encryption/re-decryption of the decrypted digital data and by managing and performing

the re-encryption/re-decryption by using the copyright management program.

It is needless to say that as the means for carrying out re-encryption/re-decryption there are the cases where a

software is used and where a hardware is used.

[0018] Here, the operation to obtain encrypted data C from non-encrypted data M by using a key K is expressed as:

C=E (M. K),

and to obtain decrypted data M from encrypted data C by using the key K is expressed as:

M=D (C, K).

[0019] When re-encryption/re-decryption of the decrypted data M is repeated, re-encryption is expressed as:

Vi:Ct=E (D (CM, Ki-1), Ki),

where i is a positive integer, and re-decryption is expressed as:

3 :M=D (E (Ci-1, Ki-1), Ki).

[0020] Referring to Fig. 1 .
description will be given on an arrangement of a set-top box (STB) conventionally proposed

and on a method for protecting the digital data performed in the set-top box.

The description is not given here on peripheral circuits not directly related to encryption/decryption, e.g., an

amplifier unit and a compression/decompression unit.

[0021] In Fig. 1, reference numeral 1 represents the digital data supplied by broadcasting means such as digital

terrestrial wave broadcasting, digital CATV broadcasting, digital satellite broadcasting, etc., by network means such

as Internet, or by a digital storage medium such as a DVD, a CD, etc. The data is encrypted by using a first changeable

key K1 to prevent illegitimate use:
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and is supplied to a set-top box 2
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M=D (C1.K1)

and data M thus decrypted is outputted to a display unit 4 or the like.

unchangeable key encryption/decryption unit5^^^,^^ *" 6 °' *"

V0:C0=E (M, K0)

=E (D (C1,K1),K0)

ST6

T*"T °° jS S,°red in °r t,BnSferred to a" e*e™' device 8

unit 7 of the unchangeable key encryption/dec^

3 :M=D (CO, K0)

=D(E(D(C1, Kl),K0)

and the decrypted data M is outputted to the display unit 4 or the like

a broken .ine in the fkjure and that theV^^TaSZ^nZ T" ™ *^ Sh0W" *
In USP5.805.706, an integrated circuit forSES V 9 6 unchan9eable key K0 is re-stored.

[0025, IntheseHopboxaTaTn^

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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tion is performed at a filter driver, a device driver, i.e., a disk driver/network driver, and a real-time OS using HAL in an

I/O manager. There are two filter drivers with a file system driver interposed between them, and either one of the filter

drivers may be used, or both may be used.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0030]

Fig. 1 shows a general arrangement of a conventionally proposed set-top box;

Fig. 2 shows a general arrangement of a first embodiment of the present invention applied to a set-top box;

Fig. 3 shows a general arrangement of a second embodiment of the present invention applied to a set-top box;

Fig. 4 shows a general arrangement of a third embodiment applied to an apparatus using a personal computer;

Fig. 5 shows a general arrangement of a fourth embodiment applied to an apparatus using a personal computer;

Fig. 6 is a drawing to give detailed explanation for the fourth embodiment; and

Fig. 7 shows a general arrangement of a fifth embodiment applied to an apparatus using a personal computer.

Fig. 8 shows a general arrangement of a sixth embodiment set-top box, which is a variation of the first embodiment;

Fig. 9 shows a general arrangement of a seventh embodiment set-top, which is a variation of the sixth embodiment;

Fig. 10 shows a general arrangement of an eighth embodiment using a personal computer,

Fig. 11 illustrates a detailed description on the eighth embodiment;

Fig. 12 illustrates an embodiment of a copyright management apparatus;

Fig. 13 illustrates another embodiment of the copyright management apparatus; and

Fig. 14 illustrates still another embodiment of the copyright management apparatus.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0031 ] The following describes embodiments of the present invention.

[0032] Referring to Fig. 2, description will be given on an arrangement of a set-top box (STB) of a first embodiment

of the present invention, and a method for protecting the digital data in the set-top box.

[0033] In the set-top box of this embodiment, similarly to the case of the conventional set-top box example as shown

in Fig. 1 ,
description is not given on peripheral circuits not directly related to encryption/decryption, e.g., an amplifier

unit, a compression/decompression unit and an interface unit for the outside.

[0034] The difference of the present embodiment from the conventionally proposed set-top box shown in Fig. 1 is

that a changeable key encryption/decryption unit 1 9 for performing encryption/decryption by using a second changeable

key K2 is inserted between an unchangeable key encryption/decryption unit 15 for performing encryption/decryption

by using the unchangeable key K0 and a decryption unit 13.

[0035] In Fig. 2, reference numeral 11 represents digital data supplied by broadcasting means such as digital ter-

restrial wave broadcasting, digital CATV broadcasting, digital satellite broadcasting, etc., by network means such as

Internet, or by digital storage medium such as a DVD, a CD, etc. The digital data is encrypted by using a firstchangeable

key K1 to prevent illegitimate use:

C1=E (M.K1)

and is supplied to a set-top box 12.

[0036] When the encrypted digital data C1 is supplied to the set-top box 1 2, the encrypted digital data C1 is decrypted

at the decryption unit 13 by using the first changeable key K1 obtained from a key center via the same route as or via

a route different from that of the encrypted digital data C1

:

M=D (C1.K1)

and the decrypted data M is outputted to a display unit 14 or the like.

[0037] In a case where the decrypted data M, for which the copyright is claimed, is stored in an external device 18,

i.e., in a medium of a digital video disk (DVD) RAM or a hard disk, or in a case where the data is transferred to the

outside via a network, the decrypted data M is re-encrypted by using a second changeable key K2 at an encryption

unit 20 of the changeable key encryption/decryption unit 19:
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V2:C2=E (M, K2)
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cryption/decryption using the unchangeable key K0 and the changeable key encryption/decryption unit 39 for encryp-

tion/decryption using the second changeable key K2.

This unchangeable key encryption/decryption unit 35 for encryption/decryption using the unchangeable key KO
is connected to a decryption unit 33 and a display 34, and an external changeable key encryption/decryption unit 39

for encryption/decryption using the second changeable key K2 is connected to an external device 38. The second

changeable key K2 may be supplied from the outside or may be generated in the set-top box.

[0046] In Fig. 3, reference numeral 31 represents digital data supplied by broadcasting means such as digital ter-

restrial wave broadcasting, digital CATV broadcasting, digital satellite broadcasting, etc.. by network means such as

Internet, or by a digital storage medium such as a DVD, a CD, etc. The data is encrypted by using a first changeable

key K1 to prevent illegitimate use:

C1=E (M,K1)

and is supplied to a set-top box 32.

[0047] When the encrypted digital data C1 is supplied to the set-top box 32, the encrypted digital data C1 is decrypted

at the decryption unit 33 by using the first changeable key K1 obtained via the same route as or via a route different

from that of the encrypted digital data C1

:

M=D (C1, K1)

and the decrypted data M is outputted to a display unit 34 or the like.

[0046] In a case where the decrypted data M, which states the copyright, is stored in an external device 38, i.e., in

a medium such as a digital video disk (DVD) RAM or a hard disk, etc., or is transferred to the outside via a network,

the re-encrypted data C2 is re-encrypted by using the unchangeable key K0 at the encryption unit 36 of the unchange-

able key encryption/decryption unit 35:

V0:C0-E (M, K0)

=E (D (CI, K1),K0),

further, the decrypted data M is double re-encrypted at an encryption unit 40 of the changeable key encryption/decryp-

tion unit 39 by using the second changeable key K2:

VO-2:C0-2=E (CO, K2)

=E (E (D (CI, Kl), K0), K2),

and double re-encrypted data CO-2 is stored in the external device 38 or transferred.

[0049] In a case where the double re-encrypted data CO-2 is used again, the re-encrypted data CO-2 read from the

storage medium of the external device 38 or transferred via a network is re-decrypted by using the external changeable

key K2 at the re-decryption unit 41 of the external changeable key encryption/decryption unit 39:

3:0:C0=E (C0-2, K2)

=D (E (E (D (CI, Kl), K0), K2) f

further, the re-decrypted data CO is again re-decrypted by using the unchangeable key K0 at a decryption unit 37 of

the unchangeable key encryption/decryption unit 35:
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3:M=D (C0,K0)
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operating system especially for embedding suitable for each of these units and devices.

[0062] As a matter of course, the cost for development is increased when developing an operating system specially

for each of embedded different devices. For this reason, it is recently proposed to use a general-purpose operating

system in the personal computer also for the embedded type real-time operating system. By arranging a program

s specific for embedded type in a subsystem combined with a micro-kernel, it is now practiced to obtain embedded type

real-time operating system.

[0063] Major functions of the operating system include task management such as scheduling or interrupt processing.

The task management has mainly two different types in the operating system: single task type, which only per-

forms one task processing at the same time, and multi-task type for performing a plurality of task processings at the

io same time. The multi-task type is divided to multi-task type where changeover of the task depends upon the task to

be processed, and multi-task type not dependent upon the task to be processed.

[0064] Among these, the single task type allocates one process to an MPU so that the MPU is not free until the

process is completed. Non-preemptive multi-task type allows the MPU to be allocated a plurality of processes by time

division, so that process is not executed unless the process in execution gives the control back to the operating system.

is Preemptive multi-task type interrupts the process in execution at a certain time interval, so that the control is forcibly

transferred to the other process.

Therefore, real-time multi-tasking can be achieved onfy by the preemptive type.

[0065] The task management in the computer is carried out according to the process, which is a unit having system

resources such as a memory, a file, etc., and the process is managed according to a thread, which is a unit to allocate

20 CPU time with divided processes. In this case, the system resources are shared by all threads in the same process.

This means that there are more than one thread to share the system resources in one process.

[0066] Each task to be processed by the mufti-task type has priority spectrum, which is generally divided to 32 steps.

The normal task performing no interrupt is classified to dynamic classes, which are divided to 0 - 15 steps, and the

task performing interrupt is classified to real-time classes to be divided to 1 6 - 31 steps.

25 [0067] Interrupt processing is executed using interrupt enable time (normally 1 0 milliseconds) called as a "time slice"

as a unit. Ordinary interrupt is executed at 1 0-millisecond time slice.

[0068] Under such circumstances, a time slice has been recently proposed, in which interrupt enable time called as

a "real-time slice" is 100 microseconds. If this real-time slice is used, it is possible to execute interrupt with priority to

the conventional interrupt of 10 milliseconds.

30 [0069] In a third embodiment shown in Fig. 4, changeable key encryption/decryption processing by a software and

the management of a crypt key in the computer are carried out by a real-time OS in HAL.

In Hg. 4, reference numeral 51 represents an operating system in a computer; 56 a display unit for displaying

output from the computer; 57 an unchangeable key encryption/decryption unit; and 58 a data storage medium such

as a digital versatile disk (DVD) RAM or a hard disk, or a data transfer system such as a network.

35 [0070] The operating system 51 comprises an operating system service 52 and a system service API 53, which are

a user region, and a kernel 54 and a HAL 55, which are a non-user region. The system service API 53 is arranged

between the operating system service 52 and the kernel 54 and serves to mediate between the operating system

service 52 and the kernel 54. The HAL 55 is arranged at the lowermost layer of the operating system 50 and serves

to absorb differences between in the hardware for the software.

40 [0071 ] The operating system service 52 comprises an application 59, a subsystem 60 and a security subsystem 61

.

The kernel 54 comprises a plurality of micro-kernels 62 and 64 and a kernel 63. Micro-kernel 62 has task management
functions such as scheduling, interrupt, etc., and the micro-kernel 64 has I/O management function.

[0072] The micro-kernel 64 having I/O management function comprises an I/O manager 65, device drivers such as

a disk driver 67 and a network driver 68, which are managed by the I/O manager, and a filter driver 66 which is inserted

45 when necessary between the I/O manager 65 and the device drivers such as the disk driver67 and the network driver68

.

[0073] The changeable key encryption/decryption processing in the computer is executed by a software. In case of

the third embodiment, the changeable key encryption/decryption processing is carried out by the aforementioned real-

time OS (RTOS) with priority to other tasks at the HAL 55 in the operating system 51

.

[0074] Similarly to the first embodiment shown in Fig. 2, digital data supplied by broadcasting means such as digital

50 terrestrial wave broadcasting, digital CATV broadcasting, digital satellite broadcasting, etc., by network means such

as Internet, or by a digital storage medium such as a DVD, a CD, etc. is encrypted using a first changeable key K1 to

prevent illegitimate use:

^ C1=E(M,K1)

and is supplied. The supplied encrypted digital data C1 is decrypted by the operating system service 52 by using the

first changeable key K1 provided from the key center via the same route as or via a route different from that of the

9
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encrypted digital data C1

:

M=D(C1,K1)

and the decrypted data M is outputted to the display unit 56 or the like

S,e dis

a

kSSTSS r.tJC^ which c,aims fts copyright> is stored in a medium «* - • <*»
isrnandato^e^

V2:C2=E (M, K2)

=E (D (CI, K1),K2).

^SZZEZiZ? " d°Ub,e 81^ encryp^decryptlon unit 57 by

V2-0:C2^0=E (C2.K0)

=E (E (D (C1.K1), K2),K0),

P^rt^^

32:C2=E (C2-0, KO)

=D (E (E (D (CI, K1),K2),K0).

3:M=D (C2,K2)

=D (E (D (CI, Kl), K2),

mm ttf^n?16
°btelned fe °UtpUtted 10 »e 56 or the like.

F,g. 6 shows an arrangement of the I/O management micro-kernel 64 with the titer drhTS£0* in it.
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[0080] In the I/O management micro-kernel with no filter driver placed in it, a file system driver 69, an intermediate

driver 70 and a device driver 71 are arranged from upper hierarchy to lower hierarchy. When necessary, a filter driver

66A or a filter driver 66B is placed above the file system driver 69 or between the intermediate driver 70 and the device

driver 71

.

5 [0081 J Because it can be designed to have these filter drivers 66A and 66B perform re-encryption/re-decryption and

management of the key, the filter drivers 66A or66B is designed to carry out the re-encryption/re-decryption processing

and the key management in this embodiment.

[0082] The filter driver is arranged, not in the operating system service unit 52 which the user can handle, but in the

kernel 54 which the user cannot handle. On the other hand, ft is generally practiced to make the specification change
io to fit for the computer using the operating system. In particular, it is not very rare to change the I/O manager therein.

[0083] Utilizing the above, the modules having the function of re-encryption/re-decryption processing and the key

management are placed in the I/O manager as the filter driver 66A or the filter driver 66B in the fourth embodiment.

[0084] Similarly to the first embodiment shown in Fig. 2, digital data supplied by broadcasting means such as digital

terrestrial wave broadcasting, digital CATV broadcasting, digital satellite broadcasting, etc., by network means such
is as Internet, or by digital storage medium such as a DVD, a CD, etc. is encrypted using a first changeable key K1 to

prevent illegitimate use:

C1=E (M.K1)

20

and it is supplied. The encrypted and supplied digital data C1 is decrypted by the operating system service unit 52

using the first changeable key K1 provided from the key center via the same route as or via a route different from that

of the encrypted digital data C1

:

M=D(C1,K1)

and the decrypted data M is outputted to the display unit 56 and the like.

[0085] In a case where the decrypted data M, which states its copyright, is stored in a medium such as a digital

30 versatile disk (DVD) RAM or a hard disk, or in a case where it is transferred to the outside via a network, the decrypted

data M is mandatorily re-encrypted at the filter driver 66A or 66B using the external changeable key K2:

V2:C2=E (M, K2) =E (D (C1
,
K1), K2).

35

Further, the re-encrypted data C2 is double re-encrypted at the internal unchangeable key encryption/decryption unit

57, using an unchangeable key K0:

„ V2-O:C2-0=E (C2.K0)

=E (E (D (C1,K1),K2),K0),

and double re-encrypted data C2-0 is stored into the external device or transferred. The changeable key K2 may be
45 provided from the outside or may be generated in a set-top box.

[0086] When the double re-encrypted data C2-0 is utilized again, the re-encrypted data C2-0 read from the storage

medium or transferred via the network is re-decrypted using the unchangeable key K0 at the internal unchangeable

key encryption/decryption unit 57:

3 2:C2=E(C2^0,K0)

=D (E (E (D (CI, Kl), K2), K0).

55 Further, the re-decrypted data C2 is decrypted at the filter driver 66A or 66B, using the second changeable key K2:

11
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and double re-encrypted data C2-0 is stored in the external device or transferred. The changeable key K2 may be

provided from the outside or may be generated in a set-top box.

[0093] When the double re-encrypted data C2-0 is utilized again, the re-encrypted data C2-0 read from the storage

medium or transferred via a network is re-decrypted using the unchangeable key K0 at the internal unchangeable key

5 encryption/decryption unit 57:

32:C2=E (C2-0, KO)

=D(E(E(D(C1,K1),K2),K0).

Further, the re-decrypted data C2 is decrypted at the device driver 71, i.e., the disk driver 67 and the network driver

68, using the changeable key K2:

15

3:M=D(C2,K2)

=D (E (D (C1,K1),K2)

20 and the decrypted data M thus obtained is outputted to the display unit 56 or the like.

[0094] For the device driver, it is generally practiced to make the specification change to fit for the computer using

the operating system or when the corresponding device has been modified.

[0095] As the function of the re-encryption/re-decryption processing and the key management is incorporated into

such the device driver, it allows to easily incorporate the function into the kernel of the operating system. Also, since

25 re-encryption is performed using the second changeable key K2 before the re-encryption using the unchangeable key

KO, even if the unchangeable key KO is known to others, it is very difficult to cryptanalyze the encrypted data by finding

out the second changeable key K2 because the data is also encrypted using the second changeable key K2.

[0096] There is a possibility if the second changeable key K2 may be known to others, while it is repeatedly used.

In such a case, it is preferably designed in such a manner that the second changeable key K2 used for encryption is

30 abandoned and it is again generated when necessary for decryption, as described in Japanese Patent Laid-Open

Publication 1 85448/1 996 (EP0704885A2, USSN 08/536,749). If it is necessary to have the key for decryption, it should

be obtained from the key center again.

[0097] For the security purpose, K1 , K2 and KO may be based on different crypt algorithm.

These operations can be easily implemented by arranging the unchangeable key encryption/decryption unit 57
35 as a sub-computer structure having a CPU and a system-bus.

[0098] In the embodiments described above, the second changeable key K2 and the unchangeable key KO are used

in addition to the first changeable key K1 , In the embodiments described below, a third changeable key K3 is used

additionally so that more reliable copyright management of digital contents is provided.

[0099] Referring to Fig. 8, description will be given on an arrangement of a set-top box in a sixth embodiment of the

40 present invention, which is a variation of the first embodiment, and also on a method for protecting digital data carried

out in the set-top box.

In the set-top box of this embodiment, similarly to the first embodiment set-top box, no description is given on

peripheral circuits not directly related to encryption/decryption, e.g., an amplifier unit and a compression/decompression

unit.

45 [01 00] The set-top box of the sixth embodiment has a difference from that of the first embodiment in distinguishing

between a case where the decrypted data M is stored in a storage medium 81 such as a hard disk, which is incorporated

into or dedicated to the set-top box, and another case where the decrypted data M is stored in a removable medium,

e.g., a DVD-RAM, in an external 82 or is transferred to the outside via a network.

[0101] The internal unchangeable key encryption/decryption unit 15 and further a changeable key encryption unit

so 80 are provided. In a case where the decrypted copyrighted data is stored, for example, in a hard disk as a storage

medium 81 , which is incorporated into or dedicated to the set-top box, it is double re-encrypted using an internal

unchangeable key K0. On the other hand, in a case where ft is stored in a removable medium, i.e., a DVD-RAM, or is

transferred to the outside via the network, it is double re-encrypted, not by the internal unchangeable key K0 but by a

third changeable key K3.

55 [0102] In Fig. 8, reference numeral 11 represents digital data, which is supplied by broadcasting means such as

digital terrestrial wave broadcasting, digital CATV broadcasting, digital satellite broadcasting, etc., by network means
such as Internet, or by a digital storage medium such as a DVD, a CD, etc. The digital data is encrypted using a first

changeable key K1 to prevent illegitimate use:

13
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C1=E (M.K1)

and encrypted digital data C1 is supplied to a set-top box 12

M=D(C1,K1)

and the decrypted data M is outputted to a display unit 14 or the like

V2:C2=E (M.K2)

=E (D (C1,K1),K2).
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3:M=D (C2.K2)

=D (E (D (CI, Kl), K2)

and the decrypted data M is outputted to the display unit 14 or the like
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[0108] in a case where the re-encrypted data C2 is stored in a DVD-RAM of a removable medium, or it is transferred

outside via a network at the externals 82, the re-encrypted data C2 is double re-encrypted using a third changeable

key K3, which is obtained from the key center or generated in the set-top box 1 2, at a changeable key encryption unit 80:

V2-3:C2-3=E (C2.K3)

=E (E (M, K2), K3).

[0109] When the double re-encrypted data C2-3 sent to the externals 82 is utilized, the double re-encrypted data

C2-3 is decrypted using the third changeable key K3 stored at a decryption unit 84 of a changeable key encryption/

decryption unit 83:

3 2:C2=D (C2^,K3>

=D (E (M, K2), K3), K3)

=E (M, K2),

further, the re-encrypted data C2 thus obtained is decrypted using the second changeable key K2 at a decryption unit

85 of the changeable key encryption/decryption unit 83:

3:M=D (C2, K2)

=D (E (M,K2),K2)

and the decrypted data M thus obtained is outputted to a display unit 86 or the like.

These operations can be easily achieved by providing a sub-computer arrangement having a CPU and a system-

bus in the set-top box 12.

[0110] Referring to Fig. 9, description will be given on an arrangement of a set-top box of a seventh embodiment,

which is a variation of the sixth embodiment, and also on a method for protecting digital data carried out in the set-top

box.

In the set-top box of this embodiment again, similarly to the sixth embodiment set-top box, no description is given

on peripheral circuits not directly related to encryption/description, e.g., an amplifier unit and a compression/decom-

pression unit.

[0111] The seventh embodiment set-top box has difference from that of the sixth embodiment that the inserted po-

sitions are exchanged between the unchangeable key encryption/decryption unit 15 for performing encryption/decryp-

tion using the unchangeable key KO and the changeable key encryption/decryption unit 1 9 for performing encryption/

decryption using the second changeable key K2, and that there is further provided a changeable key encryption unit

87 for performing encryption/decryption using the second changeable key K2 for the case where the data is stored in

a DVD-RAM of a removable medium or is transferred outside via a network at the externals 82.

[0112] The digital data 11, which is supplied by broadcasting means such as digital terrestrial wave broadcasting,

digital CATV broadcasting, digital satellite broadcasting, etc., by network means such as Internet, or by a digital storage

medium such as a DVD, a CD, etc., is encrypted using a first changeable key K1 in order to prevent illegitimate use:

C1=E (M, K1)

and encrypted digital data C1 is supplied to the set-top box 12.

[01 1 3] When the encrypted digital data C1 is supplied to the set-top box 1 2, the encrypted digital data C1 is decrypted

at the decryption unit 13 using the first changeable key K1 obtained from the key center

M=D (C1,K1)

15
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V3-2: C3-2=E (C3, K2)

=E (E (D (C1,K1),K3),K2)
5

and the double re-encrypted data C3-2 is stored in the DVD-RAM or is transferred via a network in the externals 82.

[0120] When the double re-encrypted data C3-2 sent to the externals 82 is utilized, the double re-encrypted data

C3-2 is decrypted using the third changeable key K3 at the decryption unit 84 of the changeable key encryption/de-

cryption unit 83:

w

3 3:C3=D(C3-2,K2)

=D (E(C3,K2),K2),
15

further, the double re-encrypted data C2 thus obtained is decrypted using the third changeable key K3 at the decryption

unit 85 of the changeable key encryption/decryption unit 83:

20 3:M=D(C3 (
K3)

=D (E (M,K3),K3)

and the decrypted data M thus obtained is outputted to the display unit 86 or the like.

25 [0121] In the above embodiment, the third changeable key K3 is used at the changeable key encryption unit 80 and

the second changeable key K2 is used at the changeable key encryption unit 87, while this may be performed in reverse

order.

Also, it may be designed in a manner that the encryption unit 20 of the changeable key encryption/decryption

unit 1 9 serves the function of the changeable key encryption unit 87.

30 [0122] While description has been given on the above in the case where the encryption unit 1 6 and the decryption

unit 17 are contained in the unchangeable key encryption/decryption unit 15 and the encryption unit 20 and the de-

cryption unit 21 are contained in the changeable key encryption/decryption unit 1 9, it is needless to say that these units

16, 17, 20 and 21 may be separately provided.

These operations can be easily achieved by providing a sub-computer arrangement having a CPU and a system-
35 bus in the set-top box 1 2.

[0123] Description will be given on a variation, which is applied to an embodiment using a personal computer.

This eighth embodiment shown in Fig. 10 is a variation of the fourth embodiment shown in Fig. 5. In the embod-
iment, detailed description common to the fourth embodiment arrangement is not given here.

[0124] The eighth embodiment has a difference from the fourth embodiment in distinguishing between the cases
40 where the decrypted data M is stored in a storage medium 81 such as a hard disk incorporated into or dedicated to

the computer, and where it is stored in a removable medium 92 such as a DVD-RAM or is transferred outside via a

network 93.

[0125] For this purpose, changeable key encryption units 90 and 91 are provided as a hardware 88, in addition to

the unchangeable key encryption/decryption unit 89. In a case where the copyrighted and decrypted data is stored in

45 the hard disk 81 of the storage medium incorporated into or dedicated to the computer, it is double re-encrypted and

decrypted using the unchangeable key K0 at the encryption/decryption unit 91 via a disk driver 67. In a case where

the data is stored in the DVD-RAM 89 of the removable medium, it is double re-encrypted and decrypted using the

third changeable key K3 at the encryption/ decryption unit 90 via the disk driver 67. In a case where the data is trans-

ferred outside via the network 93, it is double re-encrypted and decrypted using the third changeable key K3 at the

so changeable key encryption/decryption unit 91 via a network driver 68.

[0126] Similarly to the first embodiment shown in Rg. 2, the digital data supplied by broadcasting means such as

digital terrestrial broadcasting, digital CATV broadcasting, digital satellite broadcasting, etc., by network means such

as Internet, or by a digital storage medium such as a DVD, a CD, etc. is encrypted using a first changeable key K1 to

prevent illegitimate use:

55

C1=E (M.K1)
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and is supplied. The encrypted digital data C1 thus supplied is decrypted at the operating system service 52 usina the

M=D (C1.K1)

and the decrypted data M is outputted to the display unit 56 or the like
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cryption/ decryption function:

3: M=D (C2, K2) =D (E (D (C1 , K1 ), k2)

5

and the decrypted data M is outputted by the operating system of the computer to the display unit 56 or the like to be

utilized.

[0132] When the re-encrypted data C2 is transferred outside via the network 93, the re-enciypted data C2 is double

re-encrypted using the second changeable key K2 at the encryption/decryption unit 91

:

10

V 2-3: C2-3=E (C2, K3) =E (E (D (C1
,
K1), K2), K3)

and double re-encrypted data C2-3 is transferred outside via the network 93.

15 [01 33] In a case where the double re-encrypted data C2-3 transferred from the outside via the network 88 is utilized,

the encrypted data C2-3 is re-decrypted using the third changeable key K3 at the encryption/decryption unit 91

:

3 2: C2=E (C2-3, K3) =D (E (E (D (C1, K1), K2) K3),

20

further, the re-decrypted data C2 is decrypted using the second changeable key K2 at the filter driver 66 having en-

cryption/ decryption function:

2S
3.M-D (C2, K2) =D (E (D (C1

,
K1), K2)

and the decrypted data M is outputted by the operating system of the computer to the display unit 56 or the like to be

utilized.

[0134] In the above embodiment, in order to facilitate the explanation, it has been described that the encryption/

30 decryption units 90 and 91 are separate, while it is needless to say that these units may be a single unit.

The encryption/decryption as described above is managed by a real-time OS (RTOS) as already explained, with

priority to the other tasks at HAL 55 in the operating system 51

.

These operations can be easily achieved by designing the hardware 8B as the sub-computer arrangement having

a CPU and a system-bus.

35 [0135] Fig. 11 shows a concrete arrangement of the encryption/ decryption using I/O management micro-kernel 64

having the filter driver 66 which serves the changeable key encryption/decryption processing of the eighth embodiment.

[01 36] In the I/O management micro-kernel 64, a file system driver 69, an intermediate driver 70, and device drivers,

i.e., a disk driver 67 and a network driver 68, are arranged from upper hierarchy to lower hierarchy. When necessary,

a filter driver 66A or a filter driver 66B for performing changeable key encryption/decryption is inserted above the file

40 system driver 69 or between the intermediate driver 70 and the device driver.

[01 37] Because these filter drivers 66A and 66B can perform re-encfyptk>n/re-decryption, it is designed to have the

filter driver 66A or 66B cany out the re-ertcryptiorWe-decryption processing and the management of crypt keys in this

embodiment.

[0138] In cases where the copyrighted and decrypted data M is stored in a storage medium such as a hard disk,

45 incorporated therein or dedicated thereto, where it is stored in a removable medium such as a DVD-RAM or where it

is transferred outside via a network, the decrypted data M is re-encrypted at the fitter driver 66A or 66B using the

second changeable key K2 obtained from the key center or generated in the I/O management micro-kernel 64:

^ V2: C2=E (M, K2) =E (D (C1
,
K1), K2).

[0139] Further, in a case where the re-encrypted data C2 is stored in a computer-incorporated or -dedicated storage

medium 81 , the re-encrypted data C2 is double re-encrypted using the unchangeable key KO at the encryption/decryp-

tion unit 89 in the hardware 88:

55

V2-0: C2-0=E (C2, K0) =E (E (D (C1, K1), K2), K0)
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and the decrypted data M is outputted by the operating system of the computer to the display unit 56 or the like to be

utilized.

[0145] It is generally practiced that the specification of the device driver is changed to fit for the computer using the

operating system or according to the corresponding device modified.

5 [0146] By providing the device driver with the function for the re-encryption/re-decryption processing and the man-

agement of a key, it allows to easily incorporate the function into the kernel of the operation system. Also, by re-

encrypting the data using the second changeable key K2 before it is re-encrypted using the unchangeable key K0, it

is very difficult to cryptanaryze the encrypted data, even if the unchangeable key is known to others, by finding out the

second changeable key K2 because the data is also encrypted using the second changeable key K2.

10 [0147] Further, because the second changeable key K2 is used first and then, is used after the unchangeable key

KO is used, high security of the key is ensured. Because the second changeable key K2 is used first, it also strongly

governs the encrypted data.

When the second changeable key K2 is repeatedly used, there is a possibility if it may be known to others. In

such a case, it is preferably designed in such a manner that the second changeable key K2 used for encryption is

15 abandoned and it is again obtained from the key center or generated, when necessary for decryption, as described in

Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication 185448/1996 (EP0704885A2, USSN 08/536,749).

[0146] In order to perform re-enctyption/re-decryption of digital data as above, it is necessary to add, to the digital

data, information to identify that storage or transfer of the digital data is restricted. In a case where the digital data is

stored or transferred without being edited, illegitimate use of the digital data can be prevented by the method and the

20 apparatus for re-encryption/re-decryption as described above.

[0149] However, when the digital data is edited, there is a possibility that the information to identify the restriction of

storage or transfer may be lost.

[0150] In such the case, it may d be designed in a manner that all of the data are re-encrypted/re-decrypted using

a key specific to the device (a master key).

25 in so doing, even the digital data which has been edited, for example, by the "cut & paste" method, can be

prevented from illegitimate use by re-encryptjon/re-decryption.

[0151] Also, it may be designed in a manner that the digital data without the information to identify the restriction of

storage or transfer only is re-encrypted/re-decrypted by using the master key, and that the digital data provided with

the information to identify the restriction of storage or transfer is re-encrypted/re-decrypted using the method and the

30 apparatus as explained in the above embodiments.

[0152] In a case where the copyrighted and encrypted digital data is utilized in a specific device such as a set-top

box, illegitimate storing, copying or transferring can be relatively easily prevented. Also, in a case where the copyrighted

and encrypted digital data is utilized on a computer, the management of storing, copying or transferring the decrypted

digital data can be executed by using the decryption/re-encryption apparatus described in Japanese Patent Laid-Open

35 Publication 287014/1996 (USP5.867.579; EP0715241A2) or by using the decryption/re-encryption apparatus de-

scribed in USP5,805,706.

[0153] However, the digital data decrypted for the purpose of displaying or printing is present on the bus of the

computer, and it is possible to store, copy or transfer the decrypted digital data via a device connected to the bus. In

the following, description will be given on a copyright management apparatus, which solves this problem.

40 [0154] Fig. 12 shows a structural example of a copyright management apparatus, in which a first changeable key

and a second changeable key are used.

Also, this copyright management apparatus can be realized configured in a sub-board, a PCMCIA card, an IC

card or an IC package for the purpose of security.

[01 55] In Fig. 12, reference numeral 1 01 represents a CPU. A ROM 1 03, a RAM 1 04, a hard disk drive 1 05, a flexible

45 disk drive 1 06, a CD-ROM drive 1 07, a modem 1 08, etc. are connected to a system-bus 1 02 connected to the CPU 1 01

.

[0156] Reference numeral 109 represents a copyright management apparatus, which comprises a decryption/en-

cryption unit 110, a video interface 113, an audio interface 114, and a printer interface 115.

A display unit 116, a speaker 1 1 7 and a printer 118 are connected to the video interface 113, the audio interface

114, and the printer interface 115 respectively on the outer side of the computer.

50 The decryption/encryption unit 110 comprises a decryption unit 111 and an encryption unit 112.

[0157] The decryption unit 111 and the encryption unit 112 of the decryption/encryption unit 110 are connected to

the system-bus 1 02 of the computer. The video interface 1 1 3, the audio interface 114, and the printer interface 1 1 5 are

connected to the decryption unit 111.

This arrangement can be easily achieved by designing the copyright management apparatus 109 as a sub-

55 computer arrangement having a CPU and a system-bus.

[0158] In cases where the decrypted digital data M is stored in the hard disk drive 105, where it is copied at the

flexible disk drive 105 or where it is transferred via the modem 108, the decrypted digital data is re-encrypted using

the second changeable key K2 at the re-encryption unit 115:
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It is needless to say that the encrypted data display unit 125, the encrypted audio data player 126 and the en-

crypted data printer 127 have other components such as an amplifier.

[0169] The encrypted digital data C1 encrypted using the first changeable key K1 is supplied to the decryption unit

111 from the system-bus 102, and it is decrypted using the first changeable key K1:

M=D (C1.K1).

[0170] When the decrypted digital data M is stored at the hard disk drive 105 or is copied at the flexible disk drive

105 or is transferred via the modem 108, it is re-encrypted using the second changeable key K2 at the re-encryption

unit 115:

V2: C2-E (M, K2)

=E (D (C1,K1),K2),

the re-encrypted digital data C2 is supplied to the system-bus 102, and it is stored at the hard disk drive 105, copied

at the flexible disk drive 105, or transferred via the modem 108.

[0171J When the decrypted digital data M is outputted to the encrypted data display unit 125, the encrypted audio

data player 1 26 or the encrypted data printer 1 27, it is re-encrypted using the unchangeable key KO at the unchangeable

key encryption unit 121 in the copyright management apparatus 120:

VO: C0=E <M,K0)

=E (D (CI, Kl), KO).

The re-encrypted digital data CO is arranged to be provided to the encrypted data display unit 1 25, the encrypted

audio data player 1 26 and the encrypted data printer 1 27 at the crypt video interface 1 22, the crypt audio interface 123

and the printer interface 124 respectively, and an encrypted display signal CdO, an encrypted audio signal CaO and an

encrypted print signal CpO are respectively outputted.

[01 72] When the encrypted display signal CdO is inputted to the encrypted data display unit 1 25 from the crypt video

interface 122, it is decrypted using the unchangeable key KO at the unchangeable key decryption unit 128:

Md=D (CdO, KO),

the decrypted display signal Md is converted to a displayable analog signal at the D/A converter 131 and it is displayed

on the display unit 116.

rf the display unit 1 1 6 is a digital display unit, which can display the digital data as it is, the D/A converter 1 31 is

unnecessary.

[0173] When the encrypted audio signal CaO is inputted to the encrypted audio data player 126 from the crypt audio

interface 123, it is decrypted using the unchangeable key KO at the unchangeable key decryption unit 129:

Ma=D (CaO, KO),

the decrypted audio signal MA is converted to a playable analog signal at the D/A converter 132, and it is played at

the speaker 116.

[01 74] The encrypted print signal CpO inputted to the encrypted data printer 1 27 from the crypt printer interface 1 24

is decrypted using the unchangeable key KO at the unchangeable key decryption unit 130:

Mp=D (CpO, KO)

and the decrypted print signal Mp is printed by the printer 118.

[0175] When this copyright management apparatus 120 is used, no decrypted data is present outside the copyright
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management apparatus 120.
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[0185] When the decrypted digital data M is outputted to the encrypted data display unit 125, the encrypted audio

data player 126 or the encrypted data printer 127, the decrypted digital data M is arranged to digital data Md, Ma and

Mp to be provided to the display unit 1 1 6, the speaker 1 1 7 and the printer 1 1 8 respectively at the video interface 1 31

,

the audio interface 132 and the printer interface 133 in the copyright management apparatus 120. Then, these digital

data are encrypted using the unchangeable key K0 at the unchangeable key encryption unit for video 135, the un-

changeable key encryption unit for audio 136 and the unchangeable key encryption unit for print 137:

CdO=E (Md, K0)

CaO=E (Ma, K0)

CpO=E (Mp, K0)

and the encrypted display signal CdO, the encrypted audio signal CaO and the encrypted print signal CpO are outputted.

[0186] The encrypted display signal CdO is inputted to the encrypted data display unit 125 from the unchangeable

key encryption unit for video 135, and it is decrypted using the unchangeable key KOatthe unchangeable key decryption

unit 128:

Md=D (CdO, KO).

The decrypted display signal Md is converted to a displayable analog signal at the D/A converter 131 , and is displayed

on the display unit 116.

If the display unit 116 is a digital display unit, which can display the digital data as it is, the D/A converter 131 is

unnecessary.

[0187] The encrypted audio signal CaO is inputted to the encrypted audio data player 126 from the unchangeable

key encryption unit 1 36, and it is decrypted using the unchangeable key KO atthe unchangeable key decryption unit 129:

Ma=D (CaO, KO).

The decrypted audio signal Ma is converted to a playable analog signal at the D/A converter 132, and is played at the

speaker 116.

[0188] The encrypted print signal CpO is inputted to the encrypted data printer 1 27 from the unchangeable key en-

cryption unit 137, and it is decrypted using the unchangeable key KO:

Mp=D (CpO, KO).

The decrypted audio signal Mp is printed by the printer 118.

[0189] When this copyright management apparatus 140 is used, no decrypted data is present outside the copyright

management apparatus 120.

[0190] As aforementioned, non-encrypted digital data is also present in addition to the decrypted digital data in the

computer.

In order to process the non-encrypted digital data and the decryption data by distinguishing between them, it is

necessary to provide a video interface, an audio interface and a printer interface, and this would make the system

more complicated and costly. To avoid such situation, it may be designed in a manner that the non-encrypted digital

data is processed at the video interface 131 , the audio interface 132 and the printer interface 133 of the copyright

management apparatus 140.

A secret-key cryptosystem is often used as a cryptosystem for encrypting digital data. The most popular DES (

Data Encryption Standard) in the secret-key cryptosystems carries out encryption/decryption per 64-bit block unit of

data. It is a typical block cipher method in the secret-key cryptosystem and has been widely adopted. Using this en-

cryption/decryption per block processing allows to realize a more high speed encryption/ctecryption processing.

In doing so, a plurality of encryption units and decryption units are provided in the encryption/decryption unit It

allows these plurality of encryption units and decryption units to be, in order, allocated the encryption/decryption
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Claims

1
' t'i^

f

H
r Pr0teCtinS d

!
Cn^Bd di9ita' data> ,0 Whfch enC,ypted data is decfyPted, from illegitimate use,said method compnsing the steps of:

'

encrypting said decrypted digital data by using a changeable key to digital data re-encrypted by the changeable
key, 3Sn

(

g da,a ^-encrypted by the changeable key by using an unchangeable key in a device to
digital data double re-encrypted by changeable-unchangeable keys to be stored, copied or transferred
decrypting sa.d copied, stored or transferred digital data double re^ncrypted by changeable-unchangeable
keys, by using said unchangeable key to digital data re-encrypted by the changeable key and
decryptingsaid digital data re-encrypted by the changeable key. by using said changeable key to said decrypt-ed dig rial data. Jr

2
' ^Che^fo?

^

deCryPteddigita, data
' to Which — * decrypted, from iilegitimate use.

encrypting said decrypted digital data by using an unchangeable key in a device to digital data re-encrvpted
by the unchangeable key;

lv

encrypting said digital data re-encrypted by the unchangeable key by using a changeable key to digital datadouble re-encrypted by changeable-unchangeable keys to be stored, copied or transferred-
decrypting said copied, stored or transferred digital data double re-encrypted by changeable-unchangeable
keys, by using said changeable key to digital data re-encrypted by the changeable key and
decrypting said digital data decrypted by the changeable key key, by using said unchangeable key to said
decrypted digital data.

3
' I™STTk 9 l°^ 1 °r 2

' Wherei" S3id StepS °' enc,VPting and decrypting by using said changeablekey are earned out by a software.

4
' ^T^^y^i™ 1 ''^'^"^^ofenewtinganddecryptingby using said changeable

key are earned out by a hardware.

5. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said changeable key is supplied from the outside of a device.

6. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said changeable key is generated in a device.

9. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said unchangeable key is already placed in said device.

10. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said unchangeable key is generated in said device.

11. The method according to claim 1 or2, wherein said unchangeable key is supplied from the outside of said device.

12. The method according to claim 9, 10 or 11 . wherein said unchangeable key is specific to said device.

13. The method according to claim 9. 10 or 11 . wherein said unchangeable key is not specific to said device.
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14. An apparatus for protecting decrypted digital data, to which encrypted digital data is decrypted, from illegitimate

use, said apparatus comprising:

a changeable key re-encryption unit for encrypting said decrypted digital data by using a changeable key to

digital data re-encrypted;

an unchangeable key encryption unit for encrypting said digital data re-encrypted by the changeable key by

using an unchangeable key in a device to digital data double re-encrypted by changeable-unchangeable keys

to be stored, copied or transferred;

an unchangeable key decryption unit for decrypting said copied, stored or transferred digital data double re-

encrypted by changeable-unchangeable keys, by using said unchangeable key to digital data re-encrypted

by the unchangeable key; and

a changeable key decryption unit for decrypting said digital data re-encrypted by the unchangeable key, by

using said changeable key to said decrypted digital data.

15. An apparatus for protecting decrypted digital data, to which encrypted digital data is decrypted, from illegitimate

use, said apparatus comprising:

an unchangeable key encryption unit for encrypting said decrypted digital data by using an unchangeable key

in a device to digital data re-encrypted by the unchangeable key;

a changeable key encryption unit for encrypting said digital data re-encrypted by the unchangeable key by

using a changeable key to digital data double re-encrypted by changeable-unchangeable keys to be stored,

copied or transferred;

a changeable key decryption unit for decrypting said copied, stored or transferred digital data double re-en-

crypted by changeable-unchangeable keys, by using said changeable key to digital data re-encrypted by the

unchangeable key; and

an unchangeable key decryption unit for decrypting said digital data re-encrypted by the unchangeable key,

by using said unchangeable key to said decrypted digital data.

16. The apparatus according to claim 14 or 15, in which encrypting and decrypting by using said changeable key are

carried out by a software.

17. The apparatus according to claim 14 or 15, in which encrypting and decrypting by using said changeable key are

carried out by a hardware.

18. The apparatus according to claim 14 or 15, wherein said changeable key is supplied from the outside of a device.

19. The apparatus according to claim 14 or 15, wherein said changeable key is generated in a device.

20. The apparatus according to claim 14 or 15, in which encrypting and decrypting by using said unchangeable key

are carried out by a software.

21 . The apparatus according to claim 14 or 15, in which encrypting and decrypting by using said unchangeable key

are carried out by a hardware.

22. The apparatus according to claim 14 or 15, wherein said unchangeable key is already placed in said device.

23. The apparatus according to claim 14 or 15, wherein said unchangeable key is generated in said device.

24. The apparatus according to claim 14 or 15, wherein said unchangeable key is supplied from the outside of said

device.

25. The apparatus according to claim 14 or 15, wherein said unchangeable key is specific to said device.

26. The apparatus according to claim 14 or 15, wherein said unchangeable key is not specific to said device.

27. A method for protecting decrypted digital data, to which digital data encrypted by a first changeable key is decrypted,

from illegitimate use, said method comprising the steps of:
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ed digital data;

encrypting said re-encrypted digital data by using a third changeable key to digital data re-encrypted by the

third changeable key, and encrypting said digital data re-encrypted by the third changeable key to digital data

double re-encrypted by second-changeable-third-changeable keys to be copied or transferred;

decrypting s^id copied ortransferred digital data double re-encrypted by second-changeable-third-changeable

keys by using said second changeable key to digital data re-encrypted by the third changeable key; and

decrypting said digital data re-encrypted by the third changeable key by using said third changeable key to

decrypted uigital data.

31. The method according to claim 27, 28, 29 or 30, wherein said steps of encrypting and decrypting by using said

second changeable key are carried out by a software.

32. The method according to claim 27, 28, 29 or 30, wherein said steps of encrypting and decrypting by using said

second changeable key are carried out by a hardware.

33. The method according to claim 27, 28, 29 or 30, wherein said second changeable key is supplied from the outside

of a device.

34. The method according to claim 27, 28, 29 or 30, wherein said second changeable key is generated in a device.

35. The method according to claim 27, 28, 29 or 30, wherein said steps of encrypting and decrypting by using said

third changeable key are carried out by a software.

36. The method according to claim 27, 28, 29 or 30, wherein said steps of encrypting and decrypting by using said

third changeable key are carried out by a hardware.

37. The method according to claim 27, 28, 29 or 30, wherein said third changeable key is supplied from the outside

of a device.

38. The method according to claim 27, 28, 29 or 30, wherein said third changeable key is generated in a device.

39. The method according to claim 27, 28, 29 or 30, wherein said steps of encrypting and decrypting by using said

unchangeable key are carried out by a software.

40. The method according to claim 27, 28, 29 or 30, wherein said steps of encrypting and decrypting by using said

unchangeable key are carried out by a hardware.

41 . The method according to claim 27, 28, 29 or 30, wherein said unchangeable key is already placed in said device.

42. The method according to claim 27, 28, 29 or 30, wherein said unchangeable key is generated in said device.

43. The method according to claim 27, 28, 29 or 30, wherein said unchangeable key is supplied from the outside of

said device.

44. The method according to claim 27, 28, 29 or 30, wherein said unchangeable key is specific to a device.

45. The method according to claim 27, 28, 29 or 30, wherein said unchangeable key is not specific to a device.

46. An apparatus for protecting decrypted digital data, to which digital data encrypted by a first changeable key is

decrypted, from illegitimate use, said apparatus comprising:

a second changeable key encryption unit for encrypting said decrypted digital data by using a second change-

able key to digital data re-encrypted by the second changeable key;

an unchangeable key encryption unit for encrypting said digital data re-encrypted by the second changeable

key by using an unchangeable key in a device to digital data double re-encrypted by unchangeable-second-

changeable keys to be stored;

an unchangeable key decryption unit for decrypting said stored digital data double re-encrypted by unchange-

able-second-changeable keys by using said unchangeable key to said digital data re-encrypted by the second
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changeable key;
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able keys to be copied or transferred;

<"*wono-cnange

athirdchangeablekeydecnrptionunitfordecwtingsakJ^

47
' ^ZlT f°r

|l

pr

^
eC,ing dec,yPted di9ital **»• to which digital data encrypted by a first changeable key isdecrypted, from illegitimate use, said apparatus comprising:

ab^^able key to digital data re-encrypted by the second changeable key
an unchangeable key encryption unit for encrypting said digital data re-encrypted by the second changeable

ZT^T^^ryPti°n Unit f°r deC,yptin9 Said stored di9 ftal data double re-encrypted by unchanqe-

a third changeable key encryption unit for encrypting said digital data re-encrypted by the second changeableSo^
a second changeable key decryption unit for decrypting said digital data re-encrypted by the second change-able key by using said second changeable key to decrypted digital data.

9

^^tmnS^f9 d^ data
'
t0 di9ttal data enc^ °y a hrst changeable key .decrypted, from illegitimate use, said apparatus comprising:

an unchangeable key encryption unit for encrypting said decrypted digital data by using an unchangeable keyin a device to digital data re-encrypted by the unchangeable key, and a second changeable key er7™£
to digrtal data double re-encrypted by seconc^changeable-unchangeable keys to be stored-

^ by US'n9 8aW SeC°nd cha"9eat"a^ to digital data re-enc^ted by toe utchangeable key, and an unchangeable key decryption unit for decrypting said digital data Encrypted byZunchangeable key by using said unchangeable key to decrypted digital data-

crvp y

s3SrltS d^re"nTt

!
d *^ tWrd Chan9eabte k6y t0 digital data d°"°'a reTncrypted by

second^angeable-third-changeable keys to be copied or transferred and

er^t^S
3"9631

!!!,^
de^P,k>n "nit f°r deCfyptin9 8aW c°Pied or transferred digital data double re-encrypted by secono^hangeable-third^hangeable keys by using said second changeable key to digitaldS^ryptedbyt^

data re-encrypted by the third changeable key by using saki third changeab.e key to decked digtel date

49
" Tj^tT^r^?9 ****** di9ita

'
t0 Which digital data bV a changeable key isdecrypted, from illegitimate use, said apparatus comprising:

V

an unchangeable key encryption unit for encrypting said decrypted digital data by using an unchangeable key
!
°ev,ce to d-grta. date re-encrypted by the unchangeable key, and a second changeab.e teyen^Eunrt tor enaypdng said digital data re^ncrypted by the unchangeable key by using a second changelTkeyto digital data double re-encrypted by second^hangeable-unchangeable keys to be stored-

a second changeable key decryption unit for decrypting said stored digital data double re^ncrypted by second-
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changeable-unchangeable keys by using said second changeable key to digital data re-encrypted by the un-

changeable key, and an unchangeable key decryption unit for decrypting said digital data re-encrypted by the

unchangeable key by using said unchangeable key to decrypted digital data;

a third changeable key encryption unit for encrypting said re-encrypted digital data by using a third changeable

key to digital data re-encrypted by the third changeable key, and a second changeable key encryption unit for

encrypting said digital data re-encrypted by the third changeable key to digital data double re-encrypted by

second-changeable-third-changeable keys to be copied or transferred; and

a second changeable key decryption unit for decrypting said copied or transferred digital data double re-

encrypted by second-changeable-third-changeable keys by using said second changeable key to digital data

re-encrypted by the third changeable key, and a third changeable key decryption unit for decrypting said digital

data re-encrypted by the third changeable key by using said third changeable key to decrypted digital data.

50. The apparatus according to claim 46, 47, 48 or 49, wherein said steps of encrypting and decrypting by using said

second changeable key are carried out by a software.

51 . The apparatus according to claim 46, 47, 48 or 49, wherein said steps of encrypting and decrypting by using said

second changeable key are carried out by a hardware.

52. The apparatus according to claim 46, 47, 48 or 49, wherein said second changeable key is supplied from the

outside of a device.

53. The apparatus according to claim 46, 47, 48 or 49, wherein said second changeable key is generated in a device.

54. The apparatus according to claim 46, 47, 48 or 49, wherein said steps of encrypting and decrypting by using said

third changeable key are carried out by a software.

55. The apparatus according to claim 46, 47, 48 or 49, wherein said steps of encrypting and decrypting by using said

third changeable key are carried out by a hardware.

56. The apparatus according to claim 46, 47, 48 or 49, wherein said third changeable key is supplied from the outside

of a device.

57. The apparatus according to claim 46, 47, 48 or 49, wherein said third changeable key is generated in a device.

58. The apparatus according to claim 46, 47, 48 or 49, wherein said steps of encrypting and decrypting by using said

unchangeable key are carried out by a software.

59. The apparatus according to daim 46, 47, 48 or 49, wherein said steps of encrypting and decrypting by using said

unchangeable key are carried out by a hardware.

60. The apparatus according to claim 46, 47, 48 or 49, wherein said unchangeable key is already placed in the device.

61. Tne apparatus according to claim 46, 47, 48 or 49, wherein said unchangeable key is generated in the device.

62. The apparatus according to claim 46, 47, 48 or 49, wherein said unchangeable key is supplied from the outside

of the device.

63. The apparatus according to claim 46, 47, 48 or 49, wherein said unchangeable key is specific to said device.

64. The apparatus according to claim 46, 47, 48 or 49, wherein said unchangeable key is not specific to said device.

65. A method for protecting digital data from illegitimate use, said method comprising the steps of:

determining whether said digital data is subject to be protected or not;

encrypting said digital data determined being subject to be protected by using an unchangeable key in a device

to digital data encrypted by the unchangeable key;

storing, copying or transferring said digital data determined being not subject to be protected and said digital

data encrypted by the unchangeable key;
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ssffcsssssrj"- -— »-—— *» •»—

-

ut.liz.ng sa.d stored, copied or transferred digital data and said decrypted digital data.

71. The method according to claim 65. wherein said unchangeable key is already placed in a device.

72. The method according to claim 65, wherein said unchangeable key is generated in the device.

73. The method according to claim 65. wherein said unchangeable key is supplied from the outside of the device.

74. The method according to claim 71
. 72 or 73, wherein said unchangeable key is specific to the device.

75. The method according to claim 71
,
72 or 73, wherein said unchangeable key is not specific to the device.

76. An apparatus for protecting digital data from illegitimate use, said apparatus comprising:

determining means as to whether said digital data is subject to be protected or nof

s

mrd̂ ,r^
means for decrypting said stored, copied or transferred digital data encrypted by the unchanoeable k«/ hvus.ng said unchangeable key to decrypted digital data- and

unchangeable key by

means for utilizing said stored, copied or transferred digital data and said decrypted digital data.

77
- ^SSS^SS. t0 *** ^ Wh6rein enaVPan9^ *^-—^.e key are

^^aZS."0 da'm * Where,n ^ * - -"angeaae *ey are

82. The apparatus according to claim 76, wherein said unchangeable key is already placed in a device.

83. The apparatus according to claim 76, wherein said unchangeable key is generated in the device.
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84. The apparatus according to claim 76, wherein said unchangeable key is supplied from the outside of the device.

85. The apparatus according to claim 82, 83 or 84, wherein said unchangeable key is specific to the device.

5 86. The apparatus according to claim 82, 83 or 84, wherein said unchangeable key is not specific to the device.
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FIG. 3
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FIG. 4
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FIG. 7
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FIG. 10
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